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Column Customization 
  
Customizing the columns that show in ZIMS search results 
Contact Species360 Support 
  
Columns in ZIMS for Studbooks, Animal Basic Search, Animal Advanced Search, and 
Enclosure searches, Institution searches, Life Support searches, Taxonomy searches, and 
Collection Trip searches are customizable.  This will help with custom queries within your 
institution and/or globally. 
 
ZIMS for Husbandry 
ZIMS for Studbooks 
ZIMS for Medical 
 
Addition additional columns of data not currently in view as well as organizing the order of 
the columns makes ZIMS a more personalized tool.  Your view of search results are unique 
to you when you log into ZIMS – so, when speaking with colleagues, remember that they 
might not have the same column customization format that you have selected. 
 
ZIMS for Husbandry 
Column customization is available in the Animals, Enclosures/Life Support/Collection Trip, 
Institution and Taxonomy modules searches. To customize columns in any of the search 
results, select the arrow to the right of any column header (1), navigate down to columns 
(2), and a dropdown list will appear of column options (3).  Check the boxes for what data 
you want to appear (4), and uncheck the ones you want hidden (5).   

 
The simple and advanced 
animal searches can be 
customized separately.  
 
Customization is unique per 
user, and ZIMS will 
remember any 
customization so your 
results will always show the 
columns you have set.  
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The options for customizable columns differ with each type of search. Below are some of 
the different column selections for different modules:  
 
Enclosures:  

 
 
Institutions:      Life Support: 

   
  
Taxonomy:      Collection Trips: 
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ZIMS for Studbooks 
 
Your Studbook Dashboard can be customized to display only the columns that you want to 
see and in the order that you want to see them. To select your desired columns, select the 
down arrow to the right of any column heading. Select Columns then check or uncheck the 
columns that you want to see or want to remove.  
 
Columns available in the Studbook Dashboard: 
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You can also organize the order the columns are displayed by selecting a column and 
dragging it to the location you want it. 
 
All changes to column customization will be saved and display as each User last had them 
organized. 
 
Learn more about ZIMS for Studbooks column customization in this column 
customization video. 
 
ZIMS for Medical  
Your Medical Dashboard can be customized to display only the columns that you want to 
see and in the order that you want to see them. To select your desired columns, select the 
down arrow to the right of any column heading. Select Columns then check or uncheck the 
columns that you want to see or want to remove.  
 
Columns available in the Medical Dashboard: 

 
 
You can also organize the order the columns are displayed by selecting a column and 
dragging it to the location you want it. 
 
Selecting the down arrow also allows you to select if you want to display the Dashboard 
records and grouping and which column you wish to group by. 
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All changes to column customization will be saved and display as each User last had them 
organized. 
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